
KARTA PRODUKTOWA

TAUBER protective blouse 4-way stretch dkgrey 2XL (56)

Opis Produktu
TAUBER professional protective sweatshirt is made of the highest quality materials. In addition to high durability, 
it also provides great comfort of use. During the production of the sweatshirt, special attention was paid to the 
functionality and safety of the clothing. 4-way stretch standard increases the elasticity of the sweatshirt, which 
makes it suitable for many types of work, without restricting the user's movements. In addition, reflective details 
ensure safety when working after dark. A large number of capacious pockets influences on the usability of the 
product. The fabric offers an excellent combination of elasticity, ventilation and comfort. CORDURA material, 
which significantly reinforces TAUBER sweatshirt in sensitive elements, is used on the shoulders. Underarm 
ventilation with the possibility of opening the zipper during warmer days is added to the sweatshirt. The 
sweatshirt is available in a fashionable dark grey colour with blue elements, and a wide range of sizes (from S to 
3XL). It is designed for professionals. Perfect for production, construction, transport workers and car mechanics. 
It is ideal for service, installation and technical works.

Charakterystyka
■ very elastic material ensuring freedom of movement;

■ quick-drying fabric;

■ material weight 250 g/m²;

■ material: fabric 92% polyamide, 8% elastane;

■ made in accordance with EN ISO 13688:2013 standard;

■ reinforcements on the shoulders made of a very durable CORDURA fabric;

■ YKK zipper;

■ chin protection;

■ 2 Velcro chest pocket;

■ 1 YKK zipped pocket;

■ 2 lower pocket - zipper;

■ zippered underarm ventilation;

■ equipped with a D-ring for hanging a badge;

■ Velcro fastened cuff;

■ reflective elements - front and back of the sweatshirt;

■ equipped with a stand-up collar.

Dane techniczne

HT5K811-2XL 5902801355707 1 100

Högert Technik GmbH, Pariser Platz 6a, 10117 Berlin, 
Deutschland

Producent/ Manufacturer/ Hersteller/ Произведено для:
PL GTV Poland S.A., ul. Przejazdowa 21 05-800 Pruszków, 

Polska/ Poland/ Polen/ Польша
Importer/ Импортер:
HR GTV Croatia d o.o.; Kovinska 4s, 10000 Zagreb, Hrvatska
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